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By MATT ADRIAN
Staff writer
Food, music and sword fighting
were just a few things offered to
students Sunday in an attempt to
increase campus participation in
campus organizations. 
Representatives from about 35
student organizations and nine
volunteer organizations par-
ticipated in this year’s RSO Day,
said Nora Strong, vice president
for student affairs.
Organizations like EARTH, a
student environmental organ-
ization, Habitat for Humanity and
the Society of Creative Anach-
ronism, which teaches students
about medieval times, staffed
blankets and answered questions
about their organizations.
“I think it’s nice. We’ve had
wonderful weather, and the
students seem to like it,” said Jeri
Hughes, adviser for the Society of
Creative Anocronism, as members
of the society donned armor for a
mock battle. 
Hughes also liked the new
location for the event in the south
quad. In the past, RSO and
Student Volunteer Day had been
in front of the Textbook Rental.
“I think it’s going pretty good.
The music is nice, and the food is
good,” said Niota Mcdowell of
the BSA about the event.
RSO Day
is a great
success
By THERESA GAVLIN
Activities editor
Lawson Hall has a new staff counselor
who is different from the rest of the team –
he’s male.
Graig Eichler, the new counselor for the
all-female resident hall, began working at
Eastern on July 15.
Although he never attended Eastern,
Eichler said he is just as qualified for the
position as every other entry level student
affairs worker.
Eichler attended the University of New
York at Cortland and earned his bachelor’s
degree in secondary math. He then attended
Western Kentucky University, where he
earned his masters degree in student affairs.
He also had experience counseling as a
resident assistant and keeps good relations
between students and staff.
“Guiding students through their four years
of school is rewarding to myself,” Eichler
said.
Janet Wroblewski, an RA in Lawson, said
her experiences with Eichler have been
positive and he is always available if there are
any questions or problems.
“It really isn’t any different than having a
female in the hall,” Wroblewski said. “He’s
doing a wonderful job, he’s been real
helpful.”
Wroblewski said Eichler has been using
ideas he had from his experiences at past
universities, and thinks he’s going to make a
great counselor.
“At first when you hear the word male,
you get kind of nervous,” said Erin Kolb, an
RA in Lawson. “But I don’t see him as a
male, I see him as a counselor and I don’t
think there’s any difference between how he
would do the job and how a female would do
the job.”
Kolb said Eichler is taking the RAs under
his wing and making a great effort to get to
know the residents.
“He’s doing a great job and I know he’ll
Male counselor makes all-female residence hall his new home
IBE MASAYUKI/Staff photographer
Graig Eichler, first male counselor of Lawson hall, stands near the entrance of his office
Sunday afternoon in Lawson hall.
MONDAYProfile
By DENISE RENFRO 
& MISSA BECK
Staff writers
Eastern’s chapter of Kappa
Delta Rho fraternity turned in its
charter on Thursday, citing an
accumulation of problems within
the organization.  
“We voted to turn our charter
in because we didn’t want to
support our nationals anymore,”
said former member Jason Jones.
“They almost abandoned us
completely because we don’t
have rich alumni.”
Mike Marusin, a former Kappa
Delta Rho member, said the
fraternity had no where to go
when the lease for their house
was expired, Aug. 1.
“The problem was we could
not appeal to nationals to buy our
house because the national
director was our landlord too,”
Marusin said.
William Paris, the Kappa Delta
Rho national executive director
and Charleston native, was an
alumni of the University of
Illinois chapter and helped to
found Eastern’s provisional
chapter in 1990. Paris was
unavailable for comment Sunday.
In 1992 the chapter received a
Campus fraternity folds
and turns in its chapter 
By DENISE RENFRO
and NATALIE GOTT
Staff editors
Faculty members have decided
to move the child lab school from
Buzzard Building to Klehm Hall,
sources say. 
Ted Weidner, director of the
Physical Plant, said despite the
move, plans to start the program
are still on target. The program
was scheduled to begin this week.
“The people in charge of the
Child Development Lab made the
decision to move it,” he said. “It’s
an academic decision to do
something like that.”
Program coordinator Jayne
Ozier did not return calls from
The News Friday or Sunday.
Francis Murphy, associate
professor in home economics,
declined to comment Sunday
about why the program has been
moved or when the program is
scheduled to start. Terry Wiedner,
vice president of academic
affairs, was not aware of the
move Sunday evening. 
On Thursday, Ted Weidner said
faculty members still planned to
house the Child Lab School in
Buzzard.
But on Sunday, the decision
was announced to some parents,
relieving their concerns for their
children’s safety.
Sherry Unkraut, a secretary in
IBE MASAYUKI/Staff photographer
Jason Kirby (right), a junior industrial technology major, slashes
using a halberd against Chris Hertel (left), a member of St. Carol on
the Moor, Sunday afternoon as a demonstration for Recognized
Student Organization Day on the South Quad.
See COUNSELOR page 2
See FRATERNITY page 2 See RSO page 2
Child Development Lab
moved from Buzzard
See CHILD page 2
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&then some
◆ CONGRATS
Eastern’s Honors Programs
office and Phi Beta Kappa, the
national academic society for
faculty, are hosting a recep-
tion to honor transfer students
who have been initiated into
the academic honors society
Phi Theta Kappa.
Phi  Theta Kappa is  the
national community college
honors society.
The reception will be held
from 2-3 p.m. on Tuesday in
the 1895 room of the Martin
Luther King Jr.  University
Union.
“We know that Phi Theta
Kappa initiates are academi-
cally talented,” said Frank
McCormick, chair  of
Eastern’s Phi  Beta Kappa
committee. “We want to wel-
come them to Eastern and let
them know that we have high
expectations of them.”
If interested in attending the
reception please cal l  the
Honors Program office at 581-
2017.
◆ WELCOME ABOARD
The Black Student Union
has elected its new officers for
the 1996-97 school year. The
new officers were elected at
the end of last year and took
office this month. Their terms
will last the entire year.
The new officers  are:
Matthew Manual, president;
Niota McDowell, vice-presi-
dent; Zelda Johnson, secre-
tary;  and Tanisha Moore ,
treasurer.
“One of our goals is to try
to provide events for the cam-
pus so people will come out,”
Johnson said. “We want to
increase membership.”
The first BSU meeting of
the year wil l  be at  6 p.m.
Tuesday in the Charles-
ton/Mattoon Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
◆ GET INVOLVED
P.O.W.E.R., People Orga-
nized for Women’s Equality
and Rights, will hold its first
meeting of the year at 6:30
tonight  in the Mezzanine
Study Area of  the Mart in
Luther King Jr.  University
Union.
The organization has new
officers  for  the 1996-97
school year. Julie Ferris and
Sue Lutz are the newly elect-
ed co-chairs. Ferris is a co-
founder of the organization
which began last year.
P.O.W.E.R. had a very suc-
cessful day Sunday at RSO
day, attracting many students,
Ferris said.
“We’re trying to build upon
the foundation from last year,”
Lutz said. “Our goal is to pro-
mote women on campus.”
◆ RECRUITING
The University Board
Special Events committee is
looking for a few good men
and women. New members
are needed to help with the
committee’s plans for bigger
and better  events  for  the
upcoming year.
Following a successful
Quakin’ the Quad, the com-
mittee is looking forward to
sponsoring several events and
needs volunteers, according to
Julie Ferris ,  UB Special
Events committee chair.
Anyone interested should
attend the committee meeting
at  6 p.m. Thursday in the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
◆ JUST A REMINDER
& Them Some was designed
to highlight individuals on
campus who have received
special recognition. Our goal
is to serve as an outlet for the
smaller groups on campus to
showcase their members and
achievements.
Anyone interested in sub-
mit t ing information for  &
Then Some should write or
call Katie Vana at The Daily
Eastern News, 581-2812, or 
e-mail  her  at  cukav@-
uxa.ecn.bgu.edu.
& then some is a weekly column covering
various campus and community events.
— Katie Vana is the managing editor and a 
regular columnist for The Daily Eastern News.
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•  W e l c o m e  B a c k  S p e c i a l  •
keep it up,” Kolb said.
He moved in early, about two months ago, to famil-
iarize himself with Eastern’s campus and Charleston
before school began.
Eichler said the only notable difference between
male and female counseling is the fact that a female-
hall counselor is often looked to for various personal
problems.
“I feel like the profession itself, as far as what I do
here, it’s no different than what a female does in a
female hall or a male in a male hall,” Eichler said.
“If they want to speak to a woman, they have
Michelle (Steger, Lawson’s associate hall counselor),
and if they want to speak to a male, they come to me,”
he said.
Eichler said he is pleased to have Steger helping him
as assistant counselor.
“I think we complement each other very well, and in
the long run it helps our students tremendously,”
Eichler said.
Kolb also agrees that Eichler and Steger work well
together.
“Him and Michelle make a really good pair,” Kolb
said. “He knew what needed to be done and he can get
the job done for us.”
Most of the female students and parents have not
had a problem with him being counselor.
“The most important thing is the students have been
comfortable with me in the building,” Eichler said.
Although Eichler is pleased with being a counselor
at Eastern for right now, he said he is open to the possi-
bility of a promotion.
“I could definitely see myself here for three to five
years, and if the right opportunities come along, I
might be here a lot longer than that,” Eichler said.
COUNSELOR from page one
the secondary education depart-
ment, considered sending her
daughter to another program
because of possible health hazards
created from the Buzzard renova-
tion plan. 
“Now I feel safe in enrolling my
daughter in the program,” Unkraut
said. “I am absolutely thrilled that
they moved the program.
Apparently the voices prevailed.” 
Unkraut said that she called a
number of the parents who enrolled
their children in the program to tell
them the hazards of the building.
WEIU-FM radio station and
three WEIU-TV programs last
week were canceled for the
semester because of safety and
health hazards that arose during
construction in Buzzard Building.
Buzzard Building renovations
began last fall. 
Faculty and staff offices were
relocated mostly into the
International House, and class-
rooms were relocated into various
campus buildings.
CHILD from page one
charter and Paris bought the house
at 509 Lincoln Ave. for the chapter. 
Jones said Paris told the mem-
bers they must fill the house or lose
it.
“We got the 12 people and the
owner of the house said it was too
late and sold it anyway,” Jones
said.
The house was sold to Tau
Kappa Epsilon fraternity.
National headquarters donated
$100,000 to refurbish the Kappa
Delta Rho house at the University
of Illinois for the same price as
what the Eastern house could have
been purchased, Marusin said. 
“It wasn’t the fraternity I joined
4 years ago. An accumulation of
everything was the downfall,” he
said.
More than 60 members belonged
to the house between 1993 and
1994. “Things were going good,”
Marusin said. “Things didn’t go
right after we had a bad president –
he was not the right person.” 
After that, Marusin said, “You
lose guys. They don’t want to be a
part.”
The problem is within the nation-
al chapter, Marusin said. 
“We didn’t receive support pins
for activation or plaques, we never
got guidance or a plan of any sort,”
Marusin said. “There’s been so
many problems it wasn’t worth
time.”
When the fraternity began there
were about 65 members. Currently
there are  about 20 members of the
fraternity at Eastern. 
FRATERNITY from page one
Students also seemed to enjoy the event. 
“It’s pretty cool,” said Kris Coats, a junior account-
ing major. “It lets people meet each other.” 
“I’m very interested in volunteering. I find it’s a
good way to find out about opportunities to volunteer
in the community,” said Jean McKeown, a freshman
special education major.
Eastern bands Chronic Itch, William Tell and Dale
performed throughout the day. Domino’s, Blimpie’s,
and TCBY provided food.
Student Government, which hosted a voter registra-
tion, registered about 60 students to vote in Coles
County, said Brian Anderson, vice president for public
affairs.  
“We have never really done this before, and I didn’t
know what to expect,” Anderson said. “I think it went
well.”
Anderson said 30 student government members will
be deputized Thursday by the County Clerk. This will
allow student government members to register students
to vote the Student Government Office in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
RSO from page one
CHICAGO (AP) – With a fistful of White House
orders, a Trumanesque train trip and a supporting
cast of Cabinet secretaries, Bill Clinton is drawing
on the prestige of the presidency in an effort to
transform the Democratic convention into more
than just a political show.
The theme song? “Hail to the Chief.” The tone?
Strictly presidential. 
The intended message is that Clinton is a doer,
Bob Dole is a talker – a reversal of Dole’s own
campaign cut at Clinton.
“I want America to know we are on the right
track in this country and we’re going forward,” a
fired-up Clinton told cheering thousands at a send-
off rally in Huntington, W.Va., for his train trip to
Chicago.
Clinton to be portrayed as a doer
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By BRITT CARSON
City editor
U.S. Rep. Glen Poshard, D-
Marion, rallied support for his
campaign at the Mid-Eastern
Illinois Labor Council picnic on
Saturday.
Poshard, who spoke to a crowd
of about 1,000 union members and
their families at Fox Ridge State
Park, started his speech by dis-
cussing problems that occurred
before health regulations were
implemented and unions were
formed.
“(Miners) devoted their hard
work and guts into the earth and it
was work not too many of them
wanted to do, but they did it,”
Poshard said. “Had it not been for
the unions of Illinois like the
United Mine Workers of America,
men would still be dying of things
like black lung disease.”
He also stressed the importance
of giving union bosses a voice in
Congress and described
Republican tactics with unions as
divide and conquer techniques.
“It was not the union bosses
who out management people on
the bargaining teams with unions,
it was the Republicans,” Poshard
said. “Its just a technique to get the
union leaders to turn against their
people.”
Political Science Professor
Hugh Brazil said he enjoyed
Poshard’s speech.
“I thought Poshard was very
enthusiastic and talked about some
important things to consider,”
Brazil said. “I don’t think union
bosses have ever had a voice in
Washington. I think it is the indus-
try bosses that have more of an
influence.”
Richard Wandling, professor of
political science at Eastern, said
the picnic was a good chance for
people to have fun.
“The picnic is a good opportuni-
ty for people from different unions
to get together, relax and hear a lit-
tle bit about politics,” Wandling
said.
Poshard said he considered the
picnic a chance to see friends and
have a good time.
“Its an opportunity to see folks
from different parts of the country
and renews the strength in fami-
lies,” Poshard said. “That’s what
we consider a union to be, one big
family.”
After he was first elected to the
U.S. House of Representatives in
1988, Poshard pledged to run for
five terms in office and if re-elect-
ed in November, he will serve his
final term this year. 
“I figured 10 years is my maxi-
mum time to serve and I was fortu-
nate enough to get support from
the people to fulfill my goal,”
Poshard said.
Poshard said he has had a lead-
ership role in every major issue in
Illinois, including agriculture, coal,
natural gas and keeping the nation-
al forests.
“All my life I have always
solved problems,” Poshard said.
Poshard, Durbin rally at labor picnic
IBE MASAYUKI/Staff photographer
Dick Durbin, who is running for Senate, speaks Saturday afternoon about the smoking bill signed by
President Clinton in front of Coleman hall. 
An explosive device was
detonated at  12:12 a.m.
Saturday at Ike’s Tavern, 409
Lincoln, according to a police
report.
Eastern student  Jacob
Jorgenson, 1021 Greek Court,
was cut on his back and his
clothes were damaged when a
piece of the device struck him.
Jorgenson was unavailable for
comment Sunday afternoon. 
Mark Stoltz, operating man-
ager of Ike’s, also reported
damage to the building caused
by the device,  the police
report  said.  Stol tz  and
Jorgenson were unavailable
for comment.
The police have no suspects
at this time. The Charleston
Police Department and the
arson investigator are continu-
ing to investigate the incident.
Explosion at Ike’s injures student
CHICAGO (AP) – Despite all the talk
about putting 1968 in this city’s past,
Richard Daley said Sunday this week’s
Democratic National Convention will not
provide closure.
“I don’t think there will be any closure
of the ‘60s in American history,” Daley
said. “You cannot rewrite history ... unless
you’re Oliver Stone,” whose movie on
John F. Kennedy drew criticism for taking
liberties with facts.
The mayor commented during a wel-
come-to-Chicago news conference for
journalists attending the Democratic
National Convention, the city’s first since
the disruptive 1968 convention.
Daley fielded a series of questions that
dredged up memories of 1968’s Vietnam
War protests and the reaction that later was
called a “police riot.” “I think Vietnam
will be discussed a long time in this coun-
try and the whole problems of the ‘60s, no,
will not go away,” Daley said. “And so,
no, there is no closure, ever, of the ‘60s at
all.”
Daley gave visiting reporters only flash-
es of what is known in this town as
Daleyspeak when he said, “America was
divided both abroad and at home because
of the Vietnam crisis.”
But the visiting press heard none of his
classic lines, such as the time he pro-
nounced his support for capital punish-
ment by saying, “I’m pro-death,” or when
he voiced his concerns about voter turnout
by saying, “Everybody’s worried about
apathy.” This town is not known for home-
grown public speakers who deliver lines
like William Jennings Bryan and his “cross
of gold” or Franklin Roosevelt with his
“New Deal” – both phrases unveiled in
Chicago conventions.
Daley did, however, mock the
Washington sycophants who kiss up to
President Bill Clinton, telling him “how
great thou are.”
“My relationship with Bill Clinton is not
one of ... just standing there and saying,
`You’re the greatest Mr. President, you’re
100 percent right.’ They do that in
Washington every day.”
Daley says this years Chicago convention will not provide closure
By DENISE RENFRO
Campus editor
Now is the time for Illinois
to join other states in getting
money back in the State
Treasury from tobacco compa-
nies, U.S. Rep Richard (Dick)
Durbin,  D-Springfield,  told
about 25 people Saturday out-
side of Coleman Hall. 
“(Smoking) is  a habit  we
want to discourage among
young people,” he said. “Eighty
percent of smokers today start-
ed before age 18.”
Durbin, who is also co-chair
of the Task Force on Tobacco
and Health, was at the White
House Friday when President
Clinton signed the executive
order allowing the Food and
Drug Administration to regulate
advert is ing,  sponsorship of
sporting events and the proxim-
ity of billboards to schools.
The regulations require age
verification for all purchases of
cigaret tes ,  and wil l  ban
cigarette vending machines –
except in adult-only locations
and  outdoor advertising within
1,000 feet of schools and pub-
licly-owned playgrounds.
Cigarette advertising is per-
mitted in black-and-white text
publications, according to the
regulation. Sales and promo-
tional  products  that  carry
cigarette or smokeless tobacco
product names or logos and
brand name sponsorship of
sport ing or  entertainment
events is prohibited.
The order also states that the
six largest tobacco companies
will have to fund a national
education campaign to combat
underage smoking.
“We want to reduce the
glamour in advertising,” said
Durbin, who is seeking election
to the U.S. Senate.
Durbin said his opponent,
Republican Rep. Al Salvi, is
heavily financed by tobacco
companies.
“Salvi  is  the number one
recipient of tobacco campaign
money in the nation,” Durbin
said. “The reason is not because
Illinois grows a lot of tobacco,
but  because he’s running
against Dick Durbin.”
Durbin also spoke on the
importance of continued fund-
ing for college student loans.
“Direct  loans work – we
need to keep them,” he said. He
wants to keep college loans at a
low cost with less paperwork
and more flexibility.
Durbin received federal stu-
dent loans to finance his col-
lege education at  St .  Louis
Universi ty and Georgetown
University.
Durbin won the Democratic
nomination to replace Senator
Paul Simon in the U.S. Senate
in March 1996. The general
election is Nov. 5.
Durbin slams smoking
during campus visit
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“There is no substitute for hard work.
–Thomas Alva Edison
today’s quote
Senate members
serving as secretary
should not get paid
Spillway deaths spark smarter decisions
The Student Senate last week appointed a
senate member as secretary, a paid position that
requires a few extra hours than a senate member.
The senate should seek someone outside of its
own body for the position because much of the
work he or she does is already required for sen-
ate members.
Last week, the senate appointed Amy Levine,
a senate member, as the
secretary of the senate.
As secretary, Levine
must spend a certain
number of hours in the office, take notes at all
the senate meetings, produce weekly minutes
and keep track of senate member attendance at
each meeting.
As a senate member, Levine is already
required to spend a certain number of hours in
the Student Government office, as well as attend
all the senate meetings.
Granted, Levine has more responsibilities as
senate secretary, but much of her job requires
her to do the same things as a senate member. 
Senate members are not paid employees, but
rather they volunteer their time to Student
Government.
In the future, when the senate receives appli-
cations for senate secretary, more notice should
be given to students applying from outside of
the senate. 
Students from outside of the senate should
receive minimum wage for the extra work load
they will bear with the position.
If the position cannot be filled by someone
outside of the senate, the senate speaker should
then appoint a senate member, temporarily, until
someone else on campus shows interest in the
position.
The senate member appointed should not
receive payment because he or she is already
required to spend time in the Student
Government office, as well as attend all senate
meetings.
Senate members are not paid employees of
the university, and the senate secretary should
not receive payment for his or her responsibili-
ties.
Senate members should want to serve the stu-
dent body in any way because they desire to –
not because they are paid to.
Editorial
Dear editor:
During the siege of the Alamo,
Colonel Travis drew a line in the
sand in front of his 187-man garri-
son.  He knew the si tuation was
hopeless and offered that any man
who wanted to leave was welcome
to do so. No one left.
Colonel  Travis  served as  an
inspiration to his men because he
was willing to go the distance with
his men.
Each day during these first diffi-
cult weeks of the semester, all of
the campus food services are fight-
ing the battle of the Alamo. 
We have small handfuls of peo-
ple, who are called upon each day
to go the distance and meet the
incredible demands placed upon us.
We need reinforcements and we
need them as soon as we can get
them.
This letter is to commend the
leadership demonstrated by our new
Directors of Housing and Dining
Services Bill Schnackel and Mark
Shaklee for drawing a line in the
sand at Carman Food Service earli-
er this week. 
These two individuals rolled up
their sleeves and actually dug in
working in the dish room at Carman
during a meal. When I first heard
about this, I openly applauded. 
This is the kind of leadership I
look for in someone I work for. It is
nice to know that  people of Mr.
Schackel’s and Mr. Shaklee’s posi-
tions are willing to work along side
of  us .  I t  g ives  me hope for  the
future of our dining services.
During the first  weeks of the
semester, all of our services are
severely undermanned. 
To those of you students who
work for us already I salute you for
hanging in there with us. It is a
thankless position, but I want you
to know how greatly you all are
appreciated.
I t  is  a  very diff icul t  task to
accommodate the sheer numbers of
people we serve each meal, and it
would be even more difficult with-
out the stalwart, hard-working stu-
dents who have joined    our ranks. 
We need your help, and we also
need your understanding and coop-
eration. If things aren’t up to par
when you come through for your
meal, please be assured that there is
someone trying to meet your needs. 
If you want to meet new friends
and make a little money on the side,
come on in and fill out an applica-
tion. We would love to give you a
job ... TODAY!
Wesley S. Crum
Dining Services worker, Tower
Dining Center
your turnDining Services
employee applauds
those who helped 
We have all done things that,
in retrospect, were not the wis-
est decisions. If we were think-
ing clearly, we would have seen
some kind of flaw in our logic.
Sometimes our bad judgment
does not cause harm. But we
have all probably seen times
when bad judgment has been
fatal.
To illustrate, let me tell you
about one of the many stupid
things I did in high school.
The big thing for everyone to do in my home town of
Chatham is bridge jumping. 
Of course, I had to prove myself by joining the
crowd. If my parents were to ever ask me ‘if everyone
else jumped off a bridge would you too?’ my answer
would have to be yes.
The first time I tried this stunt was at an old railroad
bridge, out of use, over Lake Springfield. 
The actual bridge was not very tall, but I was not
told that the water beneath it was only about 6 feet
deep until I was actually on the bridge. 
There were also rumors that part of a barbed wire
fence and an old car were rusting just beneath the sec-
tion of the bridge that we jumped. 
Yes, that was bad judgment, but it just gets worse.
That was an easy jump, so of course I had to prove
that I was not afraid of doing a bigger jump. My second
time bridge jumping I was much more confident.
The second bridge was over another part of Lake
Springfield and was much taller. I would guess it was
30 to 40 feet tall, but I’m really not sure because we
jumped off at night and I couldn’t see the water.
Yes, this was also really stupid stunt.  But I got
lucky.
On May 9 two Eastern students also tested their luck,
but now Charleston is planning a memorial for them.
Joe Bee and Tim Fix, both wrestlers, drowned at the
Lake Charleston spillway.
The spillway is an angled
concrete  block with water
falling over it into the lake.
When the falling water hits the
lake it splashes back up, mak-
ing the water very rough.
Many students don’t realize
how dangerous the water can
be.
At the time the students were
at the lake, Charleston had just
received a lot of rain, making
the water rougher than usual.
In Charleston, sliding down the spillway is like
bridge jumping in Chatham.  It is kind of the thing to
do for students and townspeople. We have probably all
heard of friends playing at the spillway or wanting to
slide down it.
I don’t know exactly what happened at the spillway
that day, but there is a lesson to be learned in Joe’s and
Tim’s fatal decision.
Their decision to go into the water was not wise, just
like mine to jump off bridge was not wise.
We all need to learn how to balance safety and fun,
and learn to make wise decisions.
It’s not likely the two Eastern students stopped and
thought through their decision to go into the water.
They knew they were taking a risk getting in just like I
knew I was taking a risk jumping off the bridge.
We should learn from their mistake. We could avoid
a lot of problems if we stopped and thought through
what we were doing.
Once students enter college the responsibility to
keep themselves safe that once rested on parents’
shoulders now depends on them.
We need to take that responsibility seriously because
one bad mistake could cost us our lives.
–Reagan Branham is news editor and a regular colum-
nist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
curlb4@bgu.edu.
REAGAN BRANHAM
Regular columnist
“We could
avoid a lot of
problems if we
stopped and
thought through
what we were
doing.”
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Restaurant, Sports Bar
& Banquet Facility
Stix Express Lunch Daily
We Guarantee
items in 15 Min.
or they’re
Free
Dinner Special: Italian Chicken $6.50
Carry Out Available
345-7849
Never A Cover
Monday Night Football
Headquarters
NFL & Interactive Trivia
Alternative Night
Try Our New Dance
Floor!
Beer Specials
Bud Light, Miller Light
16oz Draft $1.25
Frozen Mixers: sm.$2.10
lg. $3.10
Try Tom’s New Big Kahuna!
By JESSICA BAKER
Student government editor
Lance Phillips, Vice
President for Financial
Affairs, is looking for inter-
ested students to fill two
vacancies on the
Apportionment Board left
when one member graduat-
ed and the other resigned. 
Phillips said the applica-
tions are now available in
the Student Government
Office in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union,
and are due back by
September 16. AB mem-
bers serve for two-year
terms.
The AB allocates student
fee money to Student
Government, University
Board, Sports, Recreation
Board and itself.
“Any student can apply if
they are willing to put in the
time and work,” Phillips
said. “The applicants don’t
need to know a lot about
finance because I can teach
them, but they need to be in
good academic standing
with the university.
“The only requirement
for the AB members is that
they are required to come to
the meetings every
Thursday at 6 p.m.,” he
said. “The first AB meeting
of the semester will be at 6
p.m., Thursday, September
19 in the Arcola/Tuscola
Room in the Union.”
Phillips said AB mem-
bers will set their goals for
the year at the first meeting.
“I want to sit down with the
AB members and see what
they want to accomplish for
this year before I set my
own personal goals for the
board,” he said.
Phillips said he is also
interviewing AB members
to decide who he wants to
appoint as the vice chair of
AB. “I’m going to decide
on the vice chair by
Tuesday,” he said. “The
vice chair assists the chair-
man of the AB with what-
ever needs to be done.”
He said if the chairman
of AB has to be absent from
the meetings, the vice chair
will be in charge of the
meeting.
“I’m looking for someone
with experience to fill this
position,” Phillips said.
Positions open on AB 
By CHUCK BURKE
Staff writer
The Faculty Senate will hear the status
of the proposed University College which
would consolidate six student service cen-
ters beneath the Office of Academic
Affairs at the meeting Tuesday.
The senate will meet at 2 p.m. in the
Conference Room of Booth Library.
Charles Evans, chair of the Task Force
on Lower Division Student Academic
Services, will discuss the status of the con-
cept of consolidating the Counseling
Center, Academic Support Center,
Academic Assistance Center, Freshman
Seminar and Testing Services and Dis-
abilities Services into one body. 
Under the proposed University College,
administration of the six divisions would
fall in the jurisdiction of the Office of
Academic Affairs.
“Any final decisions would come out of
that office,” said Senate Chair Gail
Richard.
Depending on Evans’ report, the Faculty
Senate may recommend that the University
College become a focus of Eastern’s annual
faculty forum, Richard said.
The senate also will hear an expense
report from Lou Hencken, acting athletic
director, regarding money taken from the
athletic reserve fund for purposes of equity
and remodeling within the athletic depart-
ment, Richard said.
Hencken also will discuss faculty repre-
sentation on the search committee to
replace former Athletic Director Robert
McBee.
The issue involves Richard, who chairs
both the Faculty Senate and the
Intercollegiate Athletic Board. Both enti-
ties chose Richard to represent them on the
athletic director search committee, shrink-
ing the number of faculty representatives
from 10 to nine.
The senate was concerned about
Richard’s dual representation, and
Hencken’s report should propose a solu-
tion, Richard said.
Also, Richard is serving as chair of the
search committee.
McBee resigned over the summer and
took a new position under Hencken, who is
also vice president of student affairs.
The senate is searching for an additional
member to fill a vacancy left when former
member Anita Shelton resigned last week.
Service center consolidation
will be proposed at meeting
By AMY DAVIS
Staff writer
Six student boards and councils on
campus are accepting applications from
any students interested in volunteering
on the committees, said Kim Harris, vice
president for academic affairs.
The applications are available in the
Student Government office in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union, and
are due by this Friday.
Harris said there has not been a large
number of students who apply for the
positions in the past, but she would like
to see more students apply this year.
The board and council members want
students who are dedicated and will
br ing new ideas to the committees,
Harris said.
“It’s a good opportunity for students
to get involved with the university,” she
said.
“If you want to...get your ideas heard,
these boards and committees are the
place to go.”
Harris said students applying for the
positions must be in good academic
standing and must supply a letter of
intent describing what they can bring to
the position.
Each board and council oversees a
different part of Eastern, Harris said.
The Academic Reinstatement Com-
mittee reviews students’ petitions about
academic standing and has one position
open.
The Council on Academic Affairs
has three positions open and is made up
of faculty and students who advise uni-
versity academic programs.
The Enrollment Management Ad-
visory Committee has one position open
and advises Eastern on student enroll-
ment policies.
The Library Advisory Board has two
positions open and makes suggestions
for Booth Library’s budget and policies.
The Textbook Rental Advisory Board
has two positions open and reviews
Eastern’s textbook rental policies.
Writing Across the Curriculum has
one position open and is a committee
that makes sure writing is involved in
integrated core courses.
Six groups accepting volunteers 
IBE MASAYUKI/Staff photographer
RSO Day
Erin Heider (right), a sophomore music education major, and Patricia Garcia (center), a
sophomore sociology major, listen to an explanation about activities of People Organized
for Women’s Equality and Rights Sunday afternoon from Julie Ferris, co-chair person of
POWER on the South Quad as a part of Recognized Student Organization Day.
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Midnight
Sale!!
NEW
Releases Pearl Jam...
No Code Outkast
Atliens
$1298 CD $798 Cassettes
1st 3 people thru the door get it FREE!
1st 50 people get a FREE promotional
poster from Pearl Jam or others.
Doors Open At Midnight!
Welcome Back EIU Students!
345-4743   •   3 W. Lincoln
NOW DELIVERING SAT & SUN
NOON - CLOSE
1 LARGE 1 TOPPING
& AN ORDER OF CRAZY BREAD
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AT GANDOLFI CHIROPRACTIC...
EVERYTHING’S FREE!
(First Visit Only)
We Are Celebrating August As
Spinal Check-Up Month
To celebrate, we are offering to perform our 
services on your first visit absolutely free* 
with this certificate!
This includes consultation,
examination, treatment, 
and x-rays if indicated.
Call NOW
to schedule your
appointment. Michael Lee Gandolfi,
DC, E.A.S.A.
Gandolfi
Chiropractic Center
ADVANCED CARE FOR OPTIMUM HEALTH
2115 18th Street, Charleston
CALL 345-4065
*New patients only, Certificate must be presented on first visit. Expires 9/30/96
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!
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Place a
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SURPRISE
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By ELLEN EARDLEY
Administration editor
Elementary education majors
now will be able to receive a
degree in Early Childhood. 
The major has become an offi-
cial major under the early child-
hood, elementary and middle
level education department.
“We are very excited about it,”
said Carol Helwig, department
chair. “It is a big thing. For stu-
dents, this is a real plus.”
Early childhood previously
was classified as an option under
the elementary education major.
“The name change is to reflect
what the department has already
been doing,” Helwig said.
“Changing it to a major is not
changing their curriculum, it’s
just changing what is said on
their diploma. It is to be clear to
the public what we are doing.”
To some employers, a major
has greater value than an option.
“It’s important that when I go
out to get a job that the people
know exactly what I studied,”
said Karen Grenchik, a sopho-
more elementary education major
who currently has the early child-
hood option. Approximately 180
students participate in the early
childhood program. 
“(Getting early childhood as a
major) is something that the
department, the dean and the uni-
versity all worked together on,”
Helwig said. “We were all excit-
ed to be working together on
this.”
Eastern’s Board of Trustees
approved elementary education
this summer.
In addition, the department has
changed its name to reflect cur-
rent terminology.
The junior high major is now
called the middle level education
major.
The former elementary and
junior high education department
now is called the early childhood,
elementary and middle level edu-
cation department.
New education degree offered
NORMAL (AP) – They have climbed the career
ladder in their profession. They work for a respected
institution, and make handsome salaries for only
nine months’ work.
Yet three female Illinois State University profes-
sors say their success masks a pervasive problem at
the school: discrimination.
They have sued the university, arguing they are
paid less than their male counterparts and were pun-
ished when they spoke up about the problem.
The lawsuit has been granted class-action status
and eventually could involve several hundred past
and present ISU teachers.
“It was not something we did easily,” said profes-
sor Teresa Palmer, a 28-year university employee.
“It’s a scary thing. This is your job, and you could
be endangering it.” The lawsuit has gotten a mixed
response from other women at the university.
Dozens have chosen not to join the lawsuit class.
“I have been employed at Illinois State University
since August of 1990 and have never witnessed any
form of gender discrimination,” marketing professor
Jill Attaway said in a letter removing herself from
the class. 
“I believe this is a waste of the judicial system,”
professor Paula Pomerenke said.
Success masks discrimination at ISU
FOR LOWEST AUTO INSUR-
ANCE rates call Bill Hall at HALL
INSURANCE 345-7023 or stop
by 1010 East Lincoln
_______________________8/27
I WILL PAY YOU TO LOSE
WEIGHT. Call Anne 348-1072.
Leave message if no answer.
_______________________8/30
BABYSITTER NEEDED FOR AN
ENERGETIC TWO year old on
weekends. Times will vary. 581-
5653
_______________________8/30
NEEDING VOLUNTEERS FOR
CHILDREN’S Health Safety
Awareness Day. One day event
from 9-3 Sat. Sept. 21st. Call
345-4063. Ask for Maria
_______________________8/30
HELP WANTED: Apply in person
at Hong Kong House. 1505 18th
St.
_______________________8/26
VOLUNTEER POSITIONS
AVAILABLE for Project Directors.
Minimal time commitment of 2-3
hours a month. Help coordinate
activities with a local agency.
Examples include nursing homes,
hospice, Big Sisters. Call the
Student Volunteer Center at 348-
0230
_______________________8/26
PART TIME POSITION AVAIL-
ABLE immediately. 10-15 hours
per week plus bonuses. Must be
enthusiastic, dependable and
able to communicate well with the
public. Someone interested in
public relations preferred. Apply
in person at Gandolfi Chiropractic
at 2115 18th St.
_______________________8/28
HELP WANTED: WE ARE
NEEDING a dance teacher
trained in ballet, tap & jazz.
Dance Teaching Experience pre-
ferred. We are also needing gym-
nastics coaches. Call the Mattoon
Academy of Gymnastics and
Dance 235-1080.
_______________________8/27
LOOKING FOR SOCCER
COACH to work with Mattoon
league 9-11 yr. olds. Must be will-
ing to commit 1-2 evenings a
week. Salary negotiable. Call
234-7739 or 234-4890
_______________________8/27
NEED CASH. WE BUY CD’s,
tapes, video games. Music
Exchange. 234-3668
_______________________12/9
BARTENDER, CHARLESTON
ELKS. 720 6th St. Apply after 3
p.m. E.O.E. Male/Female
_______________________8/26
YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFER-
ENCE. Volunteer for the Coalition
Against Domestic Violence
Hotl ine. Training wil l  begin
September 11th. Those interest-
ed call CADV at (217) 348-5931.
________________________9/3
SALES REP NEEDED-
Immediate opening at your uni-
versity. Offering exceptional pay
and very f lexible hours. Call
Accent Screen Printing 1-800-
243-7941
_______________________8/26
DIRECT CARE PROFESSION-
ALS NEEDED in a 24 hour resi-
dential program providing ser-
vices to adults and children with
developmental disabil i t ies.
Evening and weekend shifts
available. Applications may be
picked up at CCAR Industries,
825 18th St., Charleston, IL.
61920. E.O.E.
_______________________8/30
SPRING BREAK ‘97-SELL
TRIPS, EARN CASH & GO
FREE. STS is hiring CAMPUS
REPS/GROUP ORGANIZERS to
promote trips to Cancun, Jamaica
and Florida. Call 800-648-4849
for information on joining
America’s #1 Student Tour
Operator.
________________________9/5
BROADWAY JOE’S SPORTS
PUB part-time night and weekend
bartenders and wait staff. Apply
in person. 1412 Broadway,
Mattoon.
_______________________8/30
NEED TUITION MONEY? PIZZA
MONEY or extra cash? Be an
avon ind. representative. Earn
free products, Call 345-4197.
_______________________9/26
MATTOON YMCA IS TAKING
applications for fall soccer offi-
cials. If interested stop in at the Y
at 221 North 16th Street or call
the YMCA at 234-9494 and ask
for Dana.
_______________________8/30
BABYSITTER FOR ONE YEAR
OLD ON TUESDAY and
Thursday 9-3:30. References
required. In child care major a
plus. Pays well. Call 348-0719
_______________________8/30
MALE OR FEMALE MODELS
NEEDED FOR LIFE DRAWING
CLASSES. $4.25/hour. Apply at
Art Office, FAA 216.
________________________9/3
LOVING CHRISTIAN COUPLE
WISHING TO ADOPT! We are
eager to share our love & security
with a baby through adoption,
especially, since Judy was adopt-
ed. If you are considering adop-
tion for your baby, please call us
or our attorney, collect: JOHN &
JUDY 618/628-1564 DEBORAH
COBB 618/692-6300.
_______________________8/30
SUBLESSOR NEEDED IMMEDI-
ATELY to live in large house 1
block from the square. Please call
348-8275
_______________________8/28
EVER WANTED TO LIVE ON
THE square? Juniors, Seniors &
Graduate students we have the
place for you. Low rent, real nice
place. Need 2 sublessors for
spring & summer. Call 345-9305
for info.
_______________________8/28
FOR RENT: 4 BEDROOM FOR
4-6 students. 953 Division St.
235-4761
_______________________8/26
DORM SIZE REFRIGERATORS
AND MICROWAVES. 3 sizes
available. Carlyle Rental 820
Lincoln Ave. 348-7746
_______________________12/9
2 BEDROOM HOUSE FOR 2-3,
clean, quiet, non-smokers.
Hardwood floors throughout. Low
utilities. many pluses. $210 each
345-2564
_______________________8/27
WANTED UPPER-CLASSMAN
OR GRADUATE, female non-
smoker to share a 2 bedroom fur-
nished apartment. McArthur
Manor 345-2231.
_______________________12/9
QUIET 2 BEDROOM FUR-
NISHED APARTMENT. McArthur
Manor. 345-2231
_______________________12/9
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
PATIOS, BALCONIES, AIR,
POOL, SUNDECK, CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. 24/HR MAINTE-
NANCE. APPOINTMENT 345-
6000.
_______________________12/9
1977 14 by 70 2 BDRM 1 1/2
BATH. $9,000. 348-0286
______________________ 8/27
AVAILABLE NOW!! Very large 2
bedroom apt. Brand new! For 3-4
people,  furn ished.  Close to
campus. Call 349-8824 or leave
message.
_______________________8/30
HOUSE 3 BLOCKS form Eastern
next to Morton Park. Washer
Dryer hookup. Room for 4 to 6
students. 345-5417
_______________________8/26
AVAILABLE NOW 2 BDRM. fur-
nished Apt. Water/Trash paid.
12mo/lease. $420. No pets. 947
4th St. 348-7746
_______________________8/28
COMPAQ 4/25E NOTEBOOKS-
25MHZ 486-DX proc./math co
proc. b/w vga display, 8mb ram,
120 mb disk, 9600 baud fax
modem, 3 hr. batt, a/c adapt. win
3.1, manuals. (90 day warr, Visa
accept.) 645.00+tax. Use for
internet, wp, homework,
lotus/excell, act. Call Reliable
Computer Co. 800-323-6618 or
847-705-0700
_______________________8/30
FULL SIZE WATER BED in good
condition. $50 OBO 581-8015
_______________________8/27
CLASS RINGS TOKENS Before
you order your class ring, stop by
Tokens. Precious metal rings
starting at $159.
________________________9/6
90 CAMRY 5-SPEED. ONE
OWNER. Outstanding condition
and appearance. Must see and
drive to appreciate. Call 345-6263
evenings or leave message.
Daytime phone 345-4341.
_______________________8/26
1988 BMW 528E 4dr. leather
seats, sunroof, good condition.
345-5219
_______________________8/26
TREK 930 WITH ROCK SHOX.
Good condition many extras.
$500 345-3925.
_______________________8/28
1994 SCHWINN FRONTIER
mountain bike. $140.00 OBO Call
Carl 581-6512
_______________________8/30
AIR CONDITIONER FOR SALE.
120 volts, great for older homes.
$85. Call 345-9660
_______________________8/28
QUEEN SIZE SOFA SLEEPER.
$375 OBO 345-6903
_______________________8/29
DORM REFRIGERATOR.
EXCELLENT condition. $40. 345-
6476 or 581-6219
_______________________8/27
FOR SALE: BROTHER WORD
PROCESSOR $300.00 OBO
CALL TERRI 348-1167
_______________________8/26
WATCH LOST BETWEEN PEM-
BERTON and the student union
on Aug. 19th. Please call Ed
Bryson at 345-2402 if found.
_______________________8/26
ATTENTION: WANT PROFES-
SIONAL EXPERIENCE? CHECK
THIS OUT!!! Sigma Iota Lambda,
Pre-Law Society 1st meeting for
Fall 96: Tuesday, August 27th,
2:30 p.m. CH206 or Wednesday,
August 28th, 3:00 p.m. CH121.
Information on membership,
guest speakers, mock trials, and
L.S.A.T. Prep-course. With a
class of its own welcoming every-
one from all majors.
_______________________8/26
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE FROM SPON-
SORS!!! NO REPAYMENTS,
EVER!!! $$$ CASH FOR COL-
LEGE $$$ FOR INFO: 1-800-
243-2435
_______________________12/9
COMMUNITY COLLEGE
TRANSFER STUDENTS who are
initiates of the honorary society
PHI THETA KAPPA are invited to
have punch and cookies with
EIU’s Honors Programs Director
and EIU Phi Beta Kappa faculty
on TUESDAY, AUGUST 27, 2-3
p.m., 1895 ROOM, UNIVERSITY
UNION. (2nd floor, near Grand
Ballroom). R.S.V.P. 581-2017
_______________________8/27
WELCOME BACK SPECIAL! Call
European Tan Spa 345-911+1
_______________________8/30
DORM SIZE REFRIGERATORS
and microwaves. 3 sizes avail-
able. Carlyle Rental 820 Lincoln
Ave. 348-7746
_______________________12/9
DELTA SIGMA PI CO-ED busi-
ness fraternity will be hosting fall
recruitment starting Tuesday Aug.
27 at 7 p.m. in Coleman
Auditorium
_______________________8/27
WELCOME BACK LASO MEM-
BERS! Hope you had a great
summer! And I hope to see you at
the picnic on Tuesday. Teresa
_______________________8/27
CHEAP TRANSPORTATION
SEE STEVE at Owen Honda for
new/used scooters and motorcy-
cles. 422 Madison. 348-5500
_______________________8/26
HAPPY BIRTHDAY ANDREA
BROWN AND KAMI MEYERS
“Party till ya drop”: we luv you
gals- the men of Delta Sigma Phi
_______________________8/26
DARREN, HAPPY 1ST
ANNIVERSARY! Being married
to you has been great. I know
we’ll have many more years like
the first. Love, Tricia
_______________________8/26
COME JOIN US EVERY
WEDNESDAY at 6:30 for bingo.
Charleston Elks. 720 6th St. 18
and older
_______________________8/28
WESLEY FOUNDATION “For New Students Only” at 6:30 p.m.
tonight at 2202 4th St. (across from Lawson).  It’s a great place to meet
new friends.  We’ll talk about roommates, loneliness, & bar scenes.
P.O.W.E.R. (People Organized for Women’s Equality and Rights) orga-
nizational meeting at 6 p.m. tonight in the Mezzanine study area,
above the Sugar Shack, University Union. Come and check us out.
EIU BLOOD DRIVE Committee meeting at 8 p.m. tonight in the
Scharer room.  This is the first meeting of the year.  Everyone is wel-
come.  Come out and help save lives.
HEALTH SERVICE “National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness” at 4:30 -
5:30 p.m. today in the Panther Lair North.  Planning meetings every
Wednesday.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA (theater fraternity) free  “Audition Workshop”
Tuesday, August 27.  Check bulletin board in the theater for
times/details.
Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Phone: _________________Student  ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
Check number________________
❏ Cash ❏ Check ❏ Credit
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.
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HOUSTON (AP) – Donne
Wall  pi tched seven strong
innings and Jeff Bagwell sur-
passed 100 RBIs as the Houston
Astros opened a 1 1/2 game lead
in the NL Central Sunday night
with a 4-1 victory over the St.
Louis Cardinals.
The Astros have won two
straight games over the Card-
inals after losing the first seven
games of the season series.
Wall (8-4) allowed three hits,
struck out seven and walked
two.
Xavier Hernandez completed
the combined three-hitter with
two hitless innings for his fourth
save.
Bagwell’s third-inning homer,
his  28th,  over the lef t-f ield
fence gave him 100 RBIs this
season.
He joined
Derek Bell as
the only two
Astros to
reach the 100-
RBI plateau
in the same
season.
Derek Bell has 102 RBIs.
Bagwell’s RBI single in the
eighth made it 4-1.
After giving up a single to
Ozzie Smith and hitting Ray
Lankford, Wall retired the next
11 batters in order before Gary
Gaetti doubled with two outs in
the fourth.
Wall walked two batters and
gave up an RBI single to Gaetti
in the sixth, but retired the side 
in order in the seventh. 
He left the game with a knot
his right shoulder.
Alan Benes (11-8) hit two
batters in the first inning, help-
ing the Astros take a 2-0 lead. 
He hit leadoff batter John
Cangelosi on the right knee to
start the game, but shortstop
Ozzie Smith made a diving stop
on Craig Biggio’s grounder in
the hole and threw Cangelosi
out at second.
With one out, Jeff Bagwell
singled and after Derek Bell
struck out, Benes hit Sean Berry
with a pitch to load the bases. 
Brian Hunter’s single to cen-
ter scoring Biggio and Bagwell.
Benes allowed five hits in six
innings,  s truck out  four and
didn’t allow a walk.
Cardinals fall short in Houston
CHICAGO (AP) – Pat Borders
was wearing St. Louis Cardinals
shorts, standing at a Chicago
White Sox locker and talking
Sunday about beating the Toronto
Blue Jays.
He’s played for all three teams
and also for Kansas City, Houston
and California the last two years. During his whirlwind
tour, he’s met more new teammates than probably any-
one in baseball and encountered just about every situa-
tion the game has to offer.
Any special treat beating one of his many former
teams? ``I don’t think there’s any more satisfaction. I
just wanted to win,’’ Borders said after his 10th-inning
single gave Chicago a 10-9 win over the Blue Jays,
ending the White Sox’s five-game losing streak.
“With every team you are going to have trouble
spells,’’ Borders said. “You need a lucky break to
switch things around and that’s exactly what is was
today.’’ The Sox, who blew a 5-0 lead after one inning,
were down to their last out in the ninth before tying the
game.
Robin Ventura slapped a two-out single past Joe
Carter, who had just come in from left to play first.
Harold Baines then hit a sinking liner to left that
Jacob Brumfield, who had just entered the game as a
pinch-runner the previous inning, allowed to get past
him. Ventura, hardly known for his speed, scored the
tying run all the way from first.
“We let that one get away from us,’’ said Toronto
manager Cito Gaston after his team’s seven-game win-
ning streak ended. ``I think Jacob was caught in
between, should he back off and play it on a hop. Of
course, if he catches it, the game’s over.’’ Brumfield
doubled in the top of the 10th but was stranded at third.
But in the bottom half, Dave Martinez opened with a
double off Mike Timlin (1-5) and Domingo Cedeno
sacrificed.
After Tony Phillips was intentionally walked,
Borders, a World Series MVP with the Blue Jays in
1992, dumped a single to center to end Toronto’s
seven-game winning streak.
“There was a lot of bad to the game but an awful lot
of good, too,’’ said White Sox manager Terry
Bevington.
Roberto Hernandez (5-1) pitched three innings for
the victory.
Alex Gonzalez, who had tied the game with a sev-
enth-inning homer, put the Blue Jays up 9-8 with a sac-
rifice fly in the eighth.
Chicago had led 5-0 after one inning.
John Olerud opened the eighth with his fourth hit
and Ed Sprague followed with another hit. 
Juan Samuel bunted but Sox reliever Tony Castillo,
just acquired from the Blue Jays in a trade Thursday,
lobbed the ball to second baseman Ray Durham, who
was not on the first-base bag but behind it.
White Sox win in extra session
Atlanta (AP) – Brian McRae
took out his frustration on Mark
Wohlers and the Atlanta Braves.
McRae, still upset that Atlanta
rallied for four runs in the ninth
inning to win a day earlier, drove
in the go-ahead run Sunday with
a two-out single off Wohlers in
the ninth that gave the Cubs a 3-2
victory over the
Braves.
“Usually I can
let a game go in
a couple of
hours,’’ said
McRae, who
admitted he had trouble sleeping
Saturday night.
“But I couldn’t let Saturday’s
game go. It was the worst loss in
my career,’’ he said. “Here it is,
24 hours later, and I’m still
hacked off. 
“I wanted to take it out on
somebody and Mark Wohlers
happened to be the guy.’’ McRae
singled home a run in the sev-
enth, then singled off the right-
field wall in the ninth to score
pinch-runner Tyler Houston.
Scott Servais started the inning
with a single. 
A groundout and a wild pitch
by Wohlers (1-3) during an inten-
tional walk to Dave Magadan had
moved Houston to third.
“Wohlers is going to get you
out with his best stuff and that’s a
98 mile-per-hour fastball,’’ said
McRae. “I was ready for his best
pitch.
“If he had thrown a forkball on
the 2-1 count I wouldn’t have had
a chance.   deep to center in his
final at-bat in the eighth inning.
“When you’re 0-for-3, you just
hope you can get good wood on
the ball. They didn’t fall in today,
but I’ll take those other 28 days.
I’m still happy. If we had won
today, I would have been real
happy,’’ he said.
Foster also singled in the tying
run in the seventh inning. Turk
Wendell got two outs for his 14th
save.
The Cubs avoided a three-
game sweep, and have won five
of seven overall. The Braves lost
for just the second time in 10
games.
Fred McGriff singled in the
second, extending his consecutive
hits streak to seven. He singled in
his last at-bat Friday night and
went 5-for-5 Saturday.
McGriff flied out in the fifth,
falling three short of the franchise
record set by John Hassett of the
Boston Braves in 1940.
Atlanta tied it 2 in the seventh.
Ryan Klesko walked, Andruw
Jones had an infield hit and Javy
Lopez, who had been 3-for-40 in
his last 10 games, hit an RBI sin-
gle.
Cubs squeak by Braves
within a minute of each other.
“A lot of people looked
strong,” Conrad said. “The top
seven runners can improve a lot.
It’s a matter of time.”
Conrad led the women with a
time of 11:57, Sue Langer came
in at 12:03 and Joanne Trevino
finished at 12:12. The top five
finished within 1:09 of each
other.
“Overall I’m pleased,”
McInerney said. “The team did a
nice job of team running and
packing. Overall it was a real
good competitive effort.”
The Panthers still have two
weeks until their first meet on
Sept. 7 when they travel to
Northeastern Illinois.
“Nobody should get too excit-
ed (about how they ran),”
McInerney said. “It’s a long sea-
son and a lot of things will
change. We need to keep our
focus on training.”
ALUMNI from page 12
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THE CAREER CONNECTION
MORE CONVENIENT LOCATION & EVENING HOURS
STARTING AUGUST 26TH
MWF 9-5
T TH 9-9
SUNDAY 6-9
Resumes • Copies • Binding 
Laminating • Typing • Etc.
FREE WORK STATIONS • FREE COFFEE
Expanding to meet the needs of EIU students & staff
820 LINCOLN (between Donut Delite & Jazzercise
$8 - $12 OFF!
Cross County Mall
in the daily eastern news
Breadsticks  99¢   ••    Breadsticks  99¢    ••    Breadsticks  99¢    ••    Breadsticks  99¢
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Breadsticks  99¢   ••    Breadsticks  99¢   ••    Breadsticks  99¢    ••    Breadsticks   99¢   •
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kkss
 9999
¢¢
TM
348-5454
JUST ASK!- Order Anytime
20 inch
1 Topping
Pizza$1099
Try Our Cheesestix w/sauce $3.99
OR
Expires 9-1-96
+tax
Welcome
BackEIU
Large
1 Topping
Pizza$589+tax
RUSH • RUSH • RUSH • RUSH • RUSH • RUSH • RUSH • RUSH • RUSH 
RUSH • RUSH • RUSH • RUSH • RUSH • RUSH • RUSH • RUSH • RUSH 
RU
SH
 • R
US
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H  
 RUSH • RUSH • RUSH • RUSH   
Phi Gamma Nu
Professional Business Fraternity
FALL RUSH
Tuesday, August 27 at 6 p.m. in LH 122
Wednesday , August 28 at 7 p.m. in LH 017
Thursday, August 29 at 6 p.m. in LH 122
For more information call Lisa at 345-9161 or Lori at 581 -8100
TAKE A STEP TOWARD SUCCESS...
American League National League
East
New York
Baltimore
Boston
Toronto
Detroit
Central
Cleveland
Chicago
Minnesota
Milwaukee
KC
West
Texas 
Seattle
Oakland
California
East
Atlanta
Montreal
Florida
New York
Phila.
Central
Houston
St. Louis 
Chicago
Cincinnati
Pittsburgh
West
San Diego
L.A.
Colorado
San Fran.
74
68
66
61
47
77
70
65
62
59
75
66
63
61
81
70
61
59
53
70
68
64
64
55
72
70
68
55
55
61
65
70
83
53
62
65
69
73
56
63
70
69
48
59
70
72
78
61
62
64
65
75
60
60
63
73
.574
.527
.504
.466
.362
.592
.530
.500
.473
.447
.573
.512
.474
.469
.628
.543
.466
.450
.405
.531
.527
.500
.496
.423
.545
.538
.519
.430
--
6
9
14
27.5
--
8
12
15.5
19
--
8
13
13.5
--
11
21
23
29
-
1
4
4.5
14
--
1
3.5
15
Team            W     L     Pct.  GB Team            W     L     Pct.  GB
Sunday’s Games
Chicago 10, Toronto 9 (10) 
Texas 13, Minnesota 2
Boston 8, Seattle 5
Cleveland 8, Milwaukee 5 
Oakland 6, New York 4 
California 13, Baltimore 0
Detroit 7, Kansas City 4
Today’s games
Cleveland @ Detroit 6:05
Oakland @ Baltimore 6:35
Minnesota @ Toronto 6:35
Milwaukee @ Chicago 7:05
Boston @ California 9:05
New York @ Seattle 9:05
BScoreboard
Sunday’s games
Chicago 3, Atlanta 2
Colorado 13, Pittsburgh 9
LA 6, New York 5  
San Francisco 7, Montreal 2 
San Diego 11, Philadelphia 2
Florida 6, Cincinnati 5
St. Louis, Houston
Today’s games
Philadelphia @ San Fran. 3:05
St. Louis @ Houston 7:05
Cincinnati @ Colorado 8:05
only games scheduled
Date Oponnent Time
TC
Aug. 29 
Sept. 7
Sept. 14 
Sept. 28
Oct. 12
Oct. 19 
Oct. 26
Nov. 2 
Nov. 9
Nov. 16 
Nov. 23
@ Western Michigan
Pittsburg State -KS
Indiana State
@Tennessee-Martin
Western Illinois 
Murray State
Tennessee Tech
@ Austin Peay
@ Southeast Mo.
@ Middle Tennessee
@ Eastern Kentucky 
6:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. 
2:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m. 
1:30 p.m. 
1:30 p.m. 
1:30 p.m.
Noon
2:00 p.m. 
1:30 p.m.
1996 Football
season schedule
used in different roles this year,” Witke said. “He
has really done a nice job even though it took him
awhile to make the transition. Hess is tall, he has
outstanding hands and he is one of our top block-
ers.”
Junior wide receiver Anton Manuel is also
expected to play a key role in the Panthers’ passing
game  once he recovers from his hamstring injury -
an injury that will keep him out of Thursday
night’s season opener. In 1995, Manuel caught
seven passes for 127 yards. 
“It doesn’t look like he is going to start in the
Western Michigan game our target date for him
coming back is against Pittsburg State (Sept. 7),”
Witke said. “Manuel is the leader of the group,
though, and we are pleased with how he has played
since being a true freshman in 1994. “
Still, there is plenty of room for improvement.
“We have to become more consistent with exe-
cution,” Witke said. “The receivers have to
become more assignment confident and react
well  before Thursday night.”
RECEIVERS from page 12
Angels 13, Orioles 0
BALTIMORE (AP) – Randy
Velarde’s first career grand slam
highlighted a seven-run fourth
inning and rookie knuckleballer
Dennis Springer pitched a five-
hitter as the California Angels
pounded Baltimore 13-0 Sunday.
Tim Salmon homered and
drove in four runs for the Angels,
who had 18 hits off five
Baltimore pitchers. J.T. Snow
had three hits, including two in
the fourth inning when California
used seven hits, a walk and an
error to take a 9-0 lead.
That was more than enough
offense for Springer (4-2), who
struck out six and walked two in
his first complete game in the
majors.
The Angels finished their
swing through Boston, New York
and Baltimore with a 6-4 record,
their first winning road trip since
Aug. 8-16, 1995. California won
two of three from the Orioles,
sandwiching two shutouts around
a 5-4 loss Saturday.
Indians 8, Brewers 5
CLEVELAND (AP) – On his
30th birthday, Albert Belle put
Cleveland ahead with a two-run
single in the seventh inning as
the Indians came back from a
four-run deficit.
In the third straight close
game between teams separated
by 15{ games in the standings,
Belle came up after Jim Thome
was intentionally walked to
load the bases.
Paul Shuey (4-2) pitched 1
1-3 innings for the victory.
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50¢Limit Two Per Customer
Offer Expires Sept. 13
Mondays and Wednesdays are Leinie Nights$1.00 PINTS of Leinenkugels Craft Beer
This months special beer: HONEY WEISSFor only $2.50 you keep the Honey Weiss pint glass: $1.00 refills
Friends&Co
AdvertiseIn The Daily Eastern News
JIMMY
JOHN’S®
WE
DELIVERDAILY!
11am-2pm
CHARLESTON345-1075
“WE’LL BRING ‘EM TO YA.”
©COPYRIGHT 1993 JIMMY JOHN’S INC.
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
One of the toughest positions
in volleyball is the middle hitter.
The players in that role must
be able to learn to block and
have an understanding of all of
the different offenses. 
Eastern is lucky to have three-
very capable middle hit ters:
sophomore Sherry Austin, junior
Lorri  Sommer and junior
Monica Brown.
However, head coach Betty
Ralston is also experimenting
with junior outside hit ter
Lindsey Celba in the middle hit-
ter position.
As a freshman, Austin played
in 23 matches and was named
Mid-Continent Offensive Player
of the Week after a performance
of 30 kil ls  at  the Eastern
Kentucky University Volleyfest
tournament.
In high school,  she was
named Macon County Player of
the Year in both basketball and
volleyball by the Decatur Herald
in 1994.
Sommer earned Conference
Championship All-Tournament
honors with 31 kills, 31 digs and
16 blocks last
year and was
named Female
Athlete of the
Year by the
S p r i n g f i e l d
J o u r n a l
Register in
1994 while in
high school.
Brown es-tablished an EIU
season record with 108 block
assists in 1995 and set an EIU
freshman record with 100 total
blocks.
Ralston expects a lot out of
her middle hitters this season.
“We come back with good
experience and our blocking is
very good,” Ralston said. “After
a couple more practices,  we
should be ready to go.”
With all of the middle hitters,
Ralston still does not know who
the starter will be.
“We are still experimenting,”
said Ralston. “Two out of the
four middle hitters were starters
last year.”
Ralston said each of them
have different strengths with
Lori  and Sherry being more
offensive and Monica being bet-
ter at blocking.
She said that the middle hit-
ters still have some things to
work on, such as timing and
being comfortable on the floor.
Ralston also said another
strength will be experience since
two of them have been starters
for two years.
In discussing the different
roles in volleyball, Ralston men-
tioned the middle hitter is one of
the toughest positions in volley-
ball.
“It’s the toughest job in the
front row, you have to be in
shape,” she said. “There is not
quite as much work in the back
row and I’m trying to get them
to become more vocal in the
back row.”
With four middle hitters, there
is going to be a lot of competi-
tion for playing time and Ralston
does not know quite yet how
much each hitter will get.
“It just all depends on how the
other players are playing,”
Ralston said. “If it’s working
well, you stay with what you’ve
got during the match, and each
of the hit ters has different
strengths such as Sherry is good
offensively but not as good of a
blocker.”
Middle hitters key for volleyball
LOS ANGELES (AP) – A
federal judge ruled that youth
baseball officials violated anti-
discrimination laws when they
refused to allow an 11-year-old
with cerebral palsy to play in the
league.
In a pretrial ruling, U.S.
District Judge Consuelo
Marshall said two youth baseball
organizations violated the feder-
al Americans with Disabilities
Act and two state laws, the
Unruh Civil Rights Act and the
California Disabled Persons Act.
Geoffrey Shultz, now 14, tried
to play baseball in Hemet when
he was 11. But Hemet Youth
Baseball told Geoffrey that
because of insurance concerns it
could not make special accom-
modations for him.
PONY Baseball, the league’s
national sanctioning body,
backed the Hemet officials, stat-
ing Geoffrey might hurt himself
or other players with his crutches
and might “embarrass himself.’’
Geoffrey’s mother, Robin Shultz,
said the judge’s ruling brought
relief.
“This has taken quite a toll on
Geoffrey and our family,’’ she
said. “To have to go through all
this, watching him hold every-
thing in, and then have to relive
everything in the lawsuit, has
hurt Geoffrey.’’ Judge Marshall’s
ruling makes Hemet Youth
Baseball and PONY Baseball
liable for Geoffrey’s attorney’s
fees and possible monetary dam-
ages at trial. Amount of damages
will be determined at trial set to
begin Sept. 10.
“This decision will make
leagues like PONY stop and
realize there’s a need to make
determinations about disabled
players on an individual basis,’’
said the family’s attorney, Katie
Wohn.
Geoffrey, meantime, has
played four seasons of baseball
with San Jacinto’s Valley-Wide
Youth Baseball League. 
When he’s at bat, Geoffrey
discards one of two crutches and
leans on one while he swings.
For two seasons, he played T-
ball in a league for athletes two
or three years younger.  
Boy with cerebral palsy
allowed to play baseball
to possess one of the best arms in the orga-
nization, but after many poor performances
was optioned down to AAA Iowa.
That’s how bad things had gotten.
Really, it should have been no surprise to
the shirtless drunks that have become an
icon in the Wrigley bleachers.
Then that strange thing called the All-
Star break happened. Just like in the previ-
ous year, it served as a wake up call.
Ryno was once again showing his power
capabilities and making spectacular plays
in the infield, even if his average still did
hover at .230. After a strong first half,
Steve Traschel shook of the jinx of not
being able to win at Wrigley and was in the
top five for lowest ERA in the National
League.
Following his All-Star appearance,
Traschel proved he was a team leader and
maybe even helped to put Navarro back in
line and back on the winning track.
Sosa had already kicked it in high gear
by leading the league in home runs, but
after the break raised his average nearly 20
points to a season high of .281, and proved
he was deserving of MVP considerations. 
As of last Tuesday the Cubs had even
got within five games of first place in the
Central Division.
Then their hopes of being in the fall clas-
sic seemed to disappear with one pitch.
That pitch was in Tuesday’s game by
Marlin pitcher Mark Hutton. 
It struck Sosa in the right hand and broke
a bone, thus virtually ending his season and
possibly the Cubs playoff hopes.
As any true Cubs fan knows, we must
still believe. Kevin Foster has come back
from his minor league stint and is looking
better than ever.
Sure, they have lost much of their
offense with Sosa’s departure, but maybe
the answer is better pitching. Maybe it
isn’t.
Possibly Sandberg will take his experi-
ence and take over and prove why he
belongs in the Hall of Fame. Or else,
maybe the answer is in bench players
Ozzie Timmons and Scott Bullett and they
will start earning their salaries. 
Actually there are a lot of possible
answers to this problem of Sosa’s injury
and a lot of maybes – the biggest one of all
being maybe they will make it to the play-
offs.
They did lose two out of three over the
weekend to Atlanta but we must realize
Atlanta is a World Series caliber team – the
Cubs are however, a playoff caliber team –
even without Sosa.
A World Series caliber team?
That is indeed a whole different column
in itself....
MERDA from page 12
Sherry Austin
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Well, the week Eastern’s foot-
ball team has been waiting for
since its playoff loss to Stephen F.
Austin last November is finally
here, and that means the Panthers’
run for a return trip to the postsea-
son will be underway starting
Thursday night in Kalamazoo
against Division I Western
Michigan.
Yes, I said Western Michigan,
as in the same Western Michigan
team that will take on West
Virginia in the second week of the
season and went 7-4 in the Mid-
American Conference last year. 
This is also the same Western
Michigan team that is the only
team in the MAC to never have a
losing season. 
Looking back at the Panthers’
track record against Division I
foes in the last few years, one
might think that Eastern’ chances
against the Broncos are about as
good as my chances of passing an
advanced calculus class.
In 1993, the Panthers were
sunk by Navy in a 31-10 drubbing
in Annapolis. 
In 1994 the results were the
same. Eastern was dealt two loss-
es by Division I opponents, as the
University of Texas-El Paso
snuck by Eastern with a 22-20
victory in Texas and Northern
Illinois dropped the Panthers in
near-flawless fashion with a 49-
17 win in Dekalb.
Granted, a blocked field-goal
attempt during a fourth-quarter
rally stopped the Panthers from
winning the game against UTEP,
but the point is that the odds don’t
seem like they are not quite on
Eastern’s side going into this ball-
game.
So if all of the facts mentioned
above are unfavorable to the
Panthers,  then that means come
Thursday night, Western
Michigan’s Waldo Stadium turns
into the site of Eastern’s first  loss
of the year and the game scenario
will go something like this:
Eastern will be dominated from
the get go, end up with a devastat-
ing loss and an 0-1 start to the
season.
But these bits of information
about how Western Michigan has
the upper hand in this matchup
does not mean Eastern has to just
fold up now and save themselves
the trouble of even making the
trip.
I mean, it is obvious that the
outcome of the game is up to the
Panthers and not the information
that I have filled this space with. 
And there have been plenty of
statements floating around the
practice field over the last couple
of weeks regarding this game to
prove the Panthers know the road
back to success begins in
Kalamazoo.
Brian Lester
Sports editor
Panthers need to
seize opportunity at
Western Michigan
See LESTER page 11
By BRIAN LESTER
Sports editor 
If anything can be said about this year’s
group of linebackers, it is that they will be
the newest group on a football team gunning
for a second straight trip to the playoffs.
“We’re the newest out there this year
because we only have one returning starter
in Rodney Wilson,” defensive coordinator
John Smith said after Monday night’s prac-
tice.
“Wilson is a great leader and he has
stepped into that leadership role for us.”
Wilson is the team’s top returning tackler
because of the loss of Tim Carver, as he
made 58 solo tackles during the 1995 sea-
son.
Wilson was also in on 40 assisted tackles
last year and he also racked up three quarter-
back sacks. 
All of this added up to a spot as the
Gateway Conference’s 13th best tackler in
the 1995 season. 
Besides the experience of Wilson, though,
the Panthers will be relying on a younger
group of players to step up and fill the voids
left from last year.  
Lance Lohrenz is one of those players
who will be filling in this season, as he is
transferr ing in from Scottsdale,  Ariz.
Community College. 
And according to Smith, Lohrenz is fit-
ting in pretty well in the defensive scheme.
“He was with us last spring during our
drills and he his really smart because he
knows our system,” Smith said. 
Replacing Tim Carver, though, is the
biggest task facing Smith’s defense this sea-
son and there is actually a two-way battle
taking place to f i l l  the gap left  by the
Panthers’ all-time leading tackler.
“Rodney Pontes and Tom Pjatak are bat-
tling for the starting job right now but
Carver is a hard player to replace,” Smith
said.
“They don’t lack the intensity Carver had
but they still have to get a feel for the game
situations.”
Pontes junior transfer from the College of
Siskiyous and Pjatak is  from Milford
Academy. 
As for the key to staying competitive this
year, Smith says learning the position is
where it all has to begin.
“I think the linebacker position is the
hardest position to play in the game,” Smith
said.
“They have to be able to direct  the
defense, know how to play the run and know
how to play the pass. It’s a lot for the new
guys to learn but they are coming along.”
Still, there are some concerns running
through Smith’s head since the Western
Michigan game is drawing closer and the
fact that Western Michigan has its system
down pat is one of them.
“Western Michigan has an advantage
because they have had their offensive sys-
tem in place for the last 10 years even
though they do have some new guys,” Smith
said.
“Our defensive system has only been in
place for two years now and there are still
some things we have work out in it even
though it did work pretty well last year.”
Nevertheless, Smith does have a game
plan in mind for his linebacker crew when
they take the field on Thursday night. 
“Western Michigan has a great wide
receiver and a great tailback but our guys
have been working hard and they just have
keep them contained by making tackles and
not allowing them to make any big plays,”
Smith said. 
New faces top ‘96 linebackers
By BRIAN LESTER
Sports editor
Eastern’s men’s soccer team
went into Friday’s exhibition
game against the University of
Illinois at Springfield looking to
avenge a 5-0 loss from last sea-
son.
Instead, it came back with a 3-
1 loss.
Still, it was only an exhibition
game and first-year head coach
Tim McClements said he saw
both positives and negatives in
the team’s first contest against
another school in 1996.
“There were some good parts
and there were some bad parts in
the game,” McClements said.
“We were missing a few players
because of injury and health.”
Goalie Brian Ritchel was one
of the players sent to the injury
list when he injured his knee dur-
ing the game. 
Henry Ospina, who played in
1994 but sat out last season, was
also out with an injury and did not
play in the exhibition game.
“You don’t want something like
that to happen anytime but its
really unfortunate when it hap-
pens during an exhibition game,”
McClements said. 
McClements adds that
Ritschel’s status for the team’s
season opener has not been deter-
mined yet.
One of the positives
McClements did
notice in the con-
test was that his
team developed
scoring opportuni-
ties early on.
However, the play-
ers were never
able to capitalize
on the opportuni-
ties.
“We developed a lot of oppor-
tunities to score during the game
but we just weren’t able to finish
them,” McClements said. “We did
maintain possession of the ball
pretty well but at times we gave
up the ball too. We just went
through a lot of hot and cold
spells during the game.”
In the first half, though, the
Panthers were playing even with
Illinois Springfield as the
Panthers played to a 1-1 tie at the
break. Eastern’s Brian Holcombe
put in the lone goal for Eastern.
But things changed in the sec-
ond half for the Panthers, as
Illinois Springfield knocked in
two goals to take home the 3-1
victory at home.
“We put a lot of freshmen in
the second half but they did well
and they are starting to get used to
each other,” McClements said.
Nevertheless, it was the first
time the team had an opportunity
to play against another school and
Men’s soccer team bows 3-1 in exhibition
Vice President for Student
Affairs/Acting Athletic Director
Lou Henken announced Monday
the 10 member search committee
which will select the replace-
ment for former Athletic
Director Bob McBee. 
Gail  Richard,  Eastern’s
NCAA faculty Representative
and Faculty Senate and
Intercollegiate Board chair, will
chair the selection committee.
The members represent differ-
ent areas throughout the univer-
sity.
The other nine members are
Jim Hana, director of develop-
ment; Judy James, professor of
zoology, representing the
Intercollegiate Athletic board;
John Flynn, director of financial
aid,  representing the Staff
Senate; Tim Thompson, presi-
dent of the Student-Athlete
Board, representing the student
body; Gordon Short,  an area
businessman, representing the
Panther Club Board; Dave
Kidwell, EIU sports information
director, representing the athletic
staff non-coaches; Bob Spoo,
head football coach, represent-
ing the coaching staff; Phoebe
Church, PE department chair;
and Cecilia Brinker, an at-large
appointee by President Jorns.
In the release, Henken said he
hopes the committee will have
its  f irst  meeting in early
September.
“We will start accepting appli-
cations on Sept.  1,” he said.
“The closing deadline is Oct. 15.
The position will be advertised
in the NCAA News, the
Chronicle of Higher Education
and other related publications.
“We have also corresponded
with select athletic directors
throughout the United States
requesting they inform their staff
and/or recommend candidates.”
Members chosen for AD search committee
CHET PIOTROWSKI JR. / Photo editor
Eastern linebacker Rodney Wilson reacts to a comment made by one of his teammates on
Monday afternoon after practice. Wilson, who is a  junior, is the only returning linebacker from
last year’s team that went 10-2 and advanced to the Division I AA playoffs. Eastern’s 1996 sea-
son opens up on Thursday night against Western Michigan in Kalamazoo. 
Rodney Wilson
sole returner from
last year’s group
See SOCCER page 11
Brian
Ritschel
